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Make a Gif Meme Make a graph It's a free online image manufacturer that allows you to add custom resizable text to the images. It works in HTML5 canvas, so your images are created instantly on your own device. More often than not, people use the generator to add text captions to established memes, so technically it's more of a same
captioner than a meme manufacturer. However, you can also download your own images as templates. How do I customize my meme? You can move and resize text areas by dragging them. If you're on a mobile device, you may need to check turn on drag/fall in the More Options section first. You can customize the font color and color of
the outline next to where you type your text. You can further customize the font in the More Options section, and add additional text areas. Imgflip supports all Web fonts and Windows/Mac fonts, including bold and italic fonts, if they are installed on your device. Any other font on your device can also be used. Note that Android and other
mobile operating systems can support fewer fonts unless you install them yourself. You can insert popular or custom stickers and other images, including scum hats, deal-with-it sunglasses, speech bubbles, and more. The opacity and resizing are supported. You can rotate, flip and trim all the models you download. You can draw,
describe or scribble on your meme using the panel just above the meme preview image. You can create meme strings of multiple vertically stacked images by adding new images with the image below setting. Can I use the generator for more than memes? Yes! The Meme Generator is a flexible tool for many purposes. By downloading
custom images and using all customizations, you can design many creative works, including posters, banners, advertisements and other custom graphics. Why is there a imgflip.com watermark on my memes? The Imgflip watermark helps other people find out where the meme was created, so they can make memes too! However, if you
really want to, you can remove our watermark from all the images you create, as well as remove ads and supercharge your image-creation capabilities, using Imgflip Pro or Imgflip Pro Basic. Can I make animated or video memes? Yes! Animated meme models when you search in the Same Generator above (try party parrot). If you can't
find the meme you want, browse all GIF models or download and save your own animated model using the GIF Maker. Do you have a wacky AI that can write memes for me? It's funny you're asking. Why yes, we do it. Here you go: imgflip.com/ai-meme (warning, may contain vulgarity) The well endowed man of the text coronavirus farce
appears on all kinds of gear - but since he is now dead, the guy who broke the photo wants some dough to get in the right hands. You've probably been a victim of this - people send friends messages offering crucial pandemic information, but links links lead to this image of a black man with an anaconda. The farce is so popular, blogs are
now selling its resemblance on t-shirts. TMZ did some digging, and we discovered the OG snapshot was taken by Pantheon Productions owner Walter Smith for a porn site. Walter tells us that he took it around 2009, and on the site, his subject went by the name, Wood. It sounds appropriate, but Walter says it's not his real name, and the
guy died in 2016. Now, Barstool Sports and other sites sell merch with the face of the model. Walter owns the rights to photography, but says he's not upset people are peddling shirts because that's just the way the world works these days. However, he would like to see the profits of this merch to go to the family of man. He says he won't
give Wood's real name, because he's no longer there to give permission -- however, Walter tells us he'd put the sellers in touch with the family if they want to donate to them. The Getty Gemini's seizure reaction refers to a reaction video recorded by the TikTok user @gemini31292 in which he pretends to have a seizure. Originally featured
in gif captions on Reddit and iFunny, the video gained significant popularity in changes on Instagram in late December 2019. In addition, the GIF has been used by Discord users to freeze and/or crash the app for iOS users. Origin On November 22, 2018, the TikTok user @gemini31292 recorded a reaction video in which he claimed to be
experiencing a crisis. The video received more than 15,000 likes in one year. The reaction didn't see use in memes until October 21, 2019, Redditor ThoughtfulCookie posted an ironic Big Chungus GIF caption that received more than 4,800 votes in /r/okbuddyretard in five months (see below). On October 22, 2019, the Instagram user
memetendo posted an edition in which the GIF caption was accompanied by her, earning more than 300 likes and 1,300 views (see below). The change was distributed online in the following weeks, with a November 12 repost by user iFunny pete_the_pickle earn more than 24,900 smiles. In the following weeks, the format saw the spread
in /r/okbuddyretard and in GIF Captions on iFunny. On October 26, 2019, Redditor DanielIsNotFunny posted a Minecraft meme that received more than 6,500 votes in five months (see below, left). A November 28 GIF Legend by iFunny user notjojo received over 695 smiles (see below, right). From the end of November 2019, the GIF has
seen its spread in GIFs on Instagram and Twitter. For example, on November 26, 2019, Big Chungus meme Instagram user notkinghill has received more than 119,300 views and 34,600 likes in four months (see below, left). On December 1, 2019, edit by pba.mp4 gained more than 22,700 views over the same period (see below, right).
On December 8, Twitter user @Fluor3sc3nt posted an edition of Super Mario Sunshine that received more than 179,000 views, 6,300 retweets and 23,200 likes. The format has grown in popularity late December 2019 after the Instagram user idieasvirgin posted a green screen of the clip on December 29. In the following weeks, several
Instagram creators posted notable changes, including messages by largetrap, ieatnailpaint and pampam.mp4. Discord collapses From mid-December 2019, a version of the GIF was released online as a method of crashing or freezing the Discord mobile app for iOS mobile users, especially for those using older devices (see below, left).
On March 15, 2019, YouTube user SoundDrout posted a video about the GIF. Various examples of model search interest Here you can see all memes marked as black humor. Dark Humor, also known as Black Comedy, is a comic style that mocks subjects that are considered taboo to be serious, painful or controversial, as we die. It's
certainly not a kind of humor directed at everyone, but if you're willing to laugh at the darker side of life, you'll enjoy that memes. Black humor memes uploaded to Memedroid. Learn more
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